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42 representatives present  
Budget 

- Dan neuro 
- How is revenue generated for the Gala 
-  1500 factored into our budget 
-  tickets will be about 30—food band iu auditorium  
-  6500 to put on the gala 
- Gavin ELPS 
-  Service Award that has given to the community of IU 
-  one time award of $1000 in the Spring 
- Joe Theater 
-  Reserve fund use last year, and intention this year 
-  acts as emergency fund so we do not deplete the account  
- moved and seconded 
- 42-0 Approved 

 
Resolution to support implementation of a no-idling for vehicles on IU campus 

- voices that this is supported by the graduate  
- ryan astronomy 
-  how to enforce the policy if it is in place? 
-  Training exists for professors and staff and other schools use their police as 

ticketing 
- eva ILS 
-  including some training or material informing drivers 
-  not just enforcing the rule but informing constituents about it 
- ana dramatic studies 
-  instead of idling, where will students park? 
-  Includes carpoolers, some may be families w/ children what are people to do 

w/o parking spaces? 
-  Some places have time limits and parking spaces could be added in other places  
- Houston SLS 
-  Examples or exemptions from other universities, can we have them 
-  very hard to come by, even police are not exempt unless emergency 
- Meredith Musicology  
-  Well-being of uber and delivery drivers, extreme weather expecting them to turn 

off their cars? May affect the battery or cause other car concerns?  
-  Lyft- 5 min arrival or leave, could mimick this policy  
-  our students’ health should be prioritized over delivery drivers  
- dino Health admin 
-  iupui has situational policies as well to allow for other situations… 
-  agreed that we could add situational exemptions 
- summer criminal justice 
-  support from law enforcement and sanctioning idlers and how is policy 

supported by them 
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-  one neighbor is IUPD officer, did not address ticketing because it is beyond our 
purview 

-  maybe signage is more important in this resolution 
- Beatriz Anthro 
-  Will there be leniency or tolerance for idling? 
-  current policy says we recognize it as a problem  
-  details are not included  
- Bronson environmental science 
-  May underestimating air pollution and has impact on people’s health and 

encouraging to support the resolution 
- mariem data science 
-  what happens to idlers? 
-  beyond our purview 
- Rachel  
-  Any ways to educate the community ? 
-  would have to reach out to local businesses and the community  
- motioned and seconded  
- 30 for 10 against 2 abstained  

 


